
Chrome Os Interview Questions

Q1.  What is Chrome OS?

Chrome OS is a Linux based operating system that is derived from Chromium OS. First released in 2011,
and Designed by Google, Chrome OS mainly runs on Chromebooks, Chromeboxes, Chromebits, and
Chromebases. In Chrome OS, the application and the user data mainly reside in the cloud as Chrome OS
primarily runs web applications.

This operating system has an integrated media player, file manager, and support for Chrome apps that
resembles the native applications. In 2014, Chrome OS started supporting Android applications. It also has
support for Linux terminal and applications.

Q2.  Enlist major features of Chrome OS?

Some of the major features of the Chrome OS are,

1. Chrome OS is a free and open-source OS.
2. There are no desktop applications on Chrome OS as everything is based on the cloud. That is, the

Chrome OS only runs web applications using the browser.
3. Everything stored on the Chrome OS is on the cloud.
4. It is easy to set up and has a lot of battery life than Windows counterpart.
5. It is responsive and boots in seconds.
6. It has support for Android and Linux applications.

Q3.  List the platforms supported by Chrome OS?

The supported platforms by the Chrome OS are arm, arm64, x86, x64.

Q4.  In what programming language Chrome OS is written?

Chrome OS is written in C, C++, JavaScript, HTML5, and Python.

Q5.  Can we use Microsoft office on chrome os?

Yes. You can use Office on Chrome OS. Chrome OS has support for Android applications downloaded
from Google play store. So you can download the android version of the Office apps in the Chrome OS.
The other way is to use the Office Online apps in the Chrome OS through the Chrome web browser.

Q6.  Which is the default Package manager for chrome os?
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Chromebrew is the popular package manager in the Chrome OS.

Q7.  What is crosh?

Crosh is a shell environment provided with the Chrome OS. With this command line, you can run several
commands from the Chrome OS. But the Crosh shell command doesn’t have the support for the majority of
Linux commands.

This shell command can be accessed by just pressing ctrl+alt+t.

Q8.  Is Chrome OS better than windows 10?

The answer to the question depends upon your work and what you do with your computer. If you are a
gamer, creative worker like photo, music, video editor, programmer, then Windows will suit you as it has
support for a lot of desktop applications. If you use only web apps and your work depends only on the
browser like using Google docs, mail, and youtube, then Chrome OS will suit you. Chrome OS has its own
advantages like faster boot time, responsiveness, more battery life, so for some people Chrome OS will be
better than Windows 10. But for some Windows 10 will be better as it offers more versatility.
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